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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to simulate and estimate unique bus priority scheme
that called "bus only overtaking system" in historical area in Kamakura-City. Kamakura-
city is famous as tourist city where about twenty million tourists visit every year. But
serious traffic problems such as heavy traffic congestion, residents' safety and accessibility
occurred on every holiday, because of historical and geographical feature. The citizen
committee for TDM in Kamakura conducted detailed traffrc surveys and proposed
innovative "bus only overtaking system", which has special traffic signal system. Then
this the committee has conducted the micro traffic simulation analysis of this system to
be realized.

1. INTRODUCTION

The traffic simulation method is effective for planning stage.
discussed outline of traffrc situation of Kamakura city and traffic
development of TDM plan in Kamakura city by using original
called "tiss-NET".

2. OUTLINE OFKAMAKURA CITY

Kamakura city was once the political, economic and cultural center (actual capital) during
ll92 and 1333. The reason why the governor selected Kamakura as the center at that time
was its topographical advantage for defense, because it was surrounded by sea on the south
side and by steep hills on the other three sides. Both topographical and urban structures of
Kamakura City have not almost changed even today, after 800 years since foundation.

Figure I shows road network of historical areaat present. Some thick solid lines are two-
lane roads and there is only one four-lane road in downtown. Other solid lines are narrow
roads of which width is as much as 4 to 5 meters. Hatch areas are green heritage zones of
which almost are hummocks. Small diamonds are historical structures such as temple and
shrine.

Today, about 47 thousand people live and more than 20 million tourists visit the historical
area of Kamakura city, of which area is 7.7km1 . On most every holidays, a lot of private
vehicles of tourists rush to the area, where network capacity is quite low, causing heavy
traffic jam almost paralyzing activity of the city. For example, it can take more than two
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hours by bus from suburb to the city center on holidays whereas it usually takes only 15

minutes.

Vicw point ofFigure 2__

Wakamiya-oji Ave.

Figure l. Historical Area of Kamakura City

Figure 2. Typical Road Congestion
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Simulation Analysis of Bus Priority System in Kamakura City

2.1. Road Characteristics

Road network in Kamakura historical area is based on that build in the Medieval time' In

ll:"lffi il[$:f lil"Ytffi ilt#r#l*ffi :i'o'xT#i,i!fr :ilTs?fl 5t"liiltil'd;
il"nii'-il;h;r;fri;'i;i;]ii;;;;;. Hiiio.i"alty, the sovernor limited the number of routes

as much as seven to 
"o*i'in 

*A out the area delibJrately {or tle defense' Even today' it

fiJ"11,"^"rify-rin.. ff,.- iigu.i z illustrates traffic jam of typical road as gateway on

holiday.

2.2. TraIIic Problems

Kamakura historical area gathers about .20 million tourists every 
-y^ear. 

For example, on

autumn holidays, tfr" n-,ir,?!i'oi tortitit i.u.t ei at as much as SZyo of the number of

;JidffiI;G i; th. ;;. AboutJS-ihoutund vehicles are entering in the area during 12

hours in daytime of autumn holidays'

Severe traffrc congestion is occurring- on most holidays in this area' The average speed of

[iif,iii!'""iy;b;iii6-k /h-;i"liAtt In main interseclions, queuino lensth becomes

more than 500 meters ;ir;lid;il: o, ,ir..t, tnJ't *';;;ie;;;iit; feaeitriani are obliged

to share the street rurfu* *iiil?otoi t"iri"f".. Even on streets with sidewalks, because the

iri[ti$ ;;;;;;*,'tl;"i;;6tti"nt ttouta use roadwav to make the traffic contusion'

Imorovement of such situation has long been one of the most serious political issues of

ii;Hffi';"Ai; N.;'t;;L;ri,-.ortt*"iins new road has long been ceased in this area

because there has been serious argument to construct new road iln historical area in this city'

i"-.iJff gdoi, f"."f.ri"'CitV a8"ia.a t" seek short-term TDIr'! polic.y besides long-term

il#i-;;;'pr*ri"e'"Ji th;';;;t !tt!t"a mavor who his advocated sustainable

;;l"y'il;;J*f. fi""lr* Cliy urto'decided.to 
'1dopt thorough nublic involvement

approach to make tr,. piin}"utJ. itiv;udgei-that neriana Man-agdment policy.should

fundamentaly u. ,ud.*;y-;iti;;r;;-'"6i;,it".y decision not by enforcement bv city

government.

In 1995, Kamakura City established a citizen committee to develop a plan to solve traffic

problems on holidaYs.

3. ACTIVITES OFCITIZEN COMMITTEE

3.1. Organization of citizen committee

The citizen committee was established to discuss above problems and find the solution to

imorove them. In the conimittee. ,ofrntury citizens and shopkeepers participated as well as

ill6it".';;r,#i;"ffi;il;i. ,i..iuriri, and consultan'ts. Those of shrine. temples.

iransport company members also participated'

Fourteen meetings of the committee were held during July .1995 
and November 1998' First

in the meetingr, "o-*iit.;;;t;^ 
confirmed thai thediscussion would be focused on

TDM measures, in *i;i;hih; ,;lume of automobiles in the area on holidays would be

reduced. In the following, the discussions proceed to the type. automobiles to be reduced'

Someone insisted ", 
tir"ilrir-"LiLiolouitia"r tourists s6ould be-controlled or excluded,

t.""*" tfr"y are the ;;;;i th; ;;;i"* traffic congestion. Nevertheless, after the serious

;it;*i;;: they determined that every. tvpes oL.automobilet, :lt-?l- toi':.T::F.,t:?
u"tii.i.r and pu'blic transportation should be..eQualll co.ntrolled-because' tney Juogetr'

Kamakura will be 
"riii;i}."6 

ior its egotism if they try to c.ontrol only automobiles of

tourists and if citizens of Kamakura enjoy driving in the controllecl area.
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The way of controlling the traffic volume was next discussed. Several kind of control
measures such as traffic regulation, parking control, odd-even regulation, and so on. After
the discussions, the combination of road pricing and park & ride is the best solution for
Kamakura from the viewpoint of equity and feasibility.

3.2. Questionnaire surrey

A questionnaire survey was conducted to know the citizens' consciousness of the traffic
problems and preference of trafiic control measures. As a result of the survey, TlYo of
citizens think "lt is most important to make the safe and comfortable traffrc environment
for pedestrians in Kamakura", and 44Yo recognize the necessity of "reducing the traffic
volume in the area". In terms of the question about the way of controlling traffrc volume,
72_o/o of citizens think, "every kind of automobiles should equally controlled", whereas only
17%o insists that "only tourists' cars should be reduced". The majority also insisted that the
level of service of public transportation should be enhanced when controlling traffrc.
Through the survey, the committee could confirm that the argument of the committee
corresponds to the citizens' preference.

3.3. Traffic Survey

During the discussion of the proposals, the committee used Road Traffrc Census Data (Car
OD data) and Person Trip Data as well as the questionnaire survey data mentioned before.
After submitting the proposal, the committee and the city of Kahakura judged that they
need more precise data to make the proposal more concrete.
The survey was consist of following two part
r Qar-OD survey to grasp automobile movement in the historical area precisely,
r Questionnaire survey to know both citizens' and visitors' prefelence toward the

committee's proposals.

The survey was conducted on 3rd of November 1996 (sunny national holiday), including
bus survey.
e Car-OD and Preference Questionnaire survey of residents in Kamakura historical

area(No. of samples acquired is 5,198. Rate of answer is27.60/o)
o Car-OD and Preference Questionnaire survey of offrces in Kamakura historical

area(No. of samples acquired is 1,042. Rate of answeris2l .2Yo)
o Car-OD and Preference Questionnaire survey of inflow automobiles on the cordon line

which surround the historical area (No. of samples acquired is 6,355. Rate of answer is
18.0%)

. Taxi movement survey (No. of samples is l3)

. Goods vehicle movement survey (No. of samples is 7)
o Bus survey both by on-vehicle and number plate survey
o Number plate survey and Traffic count survey on the cordon line which surround the

historical area

Severe traffrc jam particularly in the periods during I I o'clock and 17 o'clock was
measured by bus survey as well as traffic survey. This result also suggests that mobility
public transport and private vehicles ofcitizens is also suffered by the severe congestion.

3.4. TDM proposals

The citizen committee's proposal includes following plans;
o Road pricing to reduce traffic congestion utilizing the topographical characteristics of

the area which has only nine entrances,
o Park and Ride systems , in which fringe parking facilities are located near the gates of

road pricing where drivers can select to park and ride public transportation or to come
into the area by paying the fare ofroad pricing.

r Shuttle mini-buses, to enhance the mobility of public transDortation in the area
o Traffrc calming schemes both of area-wide and single streets,
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o Comprehensivetransportationinformationsystem,
o Bus priority signal systems, in the most congesting road, which make buses to

overtake the queues using the opposite lane near the intersection by manipulating
signal.

4. BUS PRIORITY POLICY

Simulation Analysis of Bus Priority System in Kamakura City

4.1. Bus Priority Policy

The Bus-priority policies proposed by the citizen the citizen committee were as follows:
o Bus Lane
o Shuttle Bus
o Park & Bus Ride(P&BR)
. Bus Only Overtaking System

The bus lane plan only can be realized on "Wakamiya-oji" Ave. as 4 lanes road. And,
P&BR plans were conducted on some routes.

4.2. Bus Only Overtaking System

Through committee's suryeys, serious situation of traffic congestion became clear.
Especially, bus service is very low in suburb to the city center route. That route is two-lane
road but there is no space that constructs an extension lane. Then the committee proposed
innovative "bus only overtaking system", which has special traffic signal system (Figure 3).
The bus only overtaking system is as follows;
o This system is suite for narrow two-lane road that has serious trafiic jam mainly on

one direction.
. The bus can only overtake the queues using the opposite lane near the intersection by

manipulating signal.

Because there is no example of bun overtaking system before, the committee judged that
simulation analysis should be preceded.

Bus Priority Signal (Signal-B)

"Red" for opposite lane.

Bus Priority Signal (Signal-A)

"Red" for normal vehicle, "green" for bus

Figure 3. Bus Only Overtaking System

When Bus Priority signal, only bus

can take over on opposite lane.

Bus can onl3- stop this zone
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5. CHARACTERISTICS OF tiss-NET SYSTEM

5.1. Outline

Authors already have developed traffrc simulation system of which name is "tiss-NET" for
personal computer. It has following useful characteristics for investigating the micro-area
traffic phenomena.
o Considering of road types and traffic control; the tiss-NET is able to consider micro

road character such as width of road, speed limited, on and off street parking, types of
the intersection, signal parameters and so on.

. Considering of individual vehicle behavior; the tiss-NET can take account of micro-
scale vehicle phenomena such as car following movement, car starting delay, car
behavior on the intersection and influence ofon-street parking.

o Integration of traffrc assignment model and micro trafftc simulation; each car has
independent information such as speed, acceleration, location, Origin-Destination,
route which is described in node tree and so on. Each car routes that is minimum path
of each OD is calculated at generate time by the Dijkstra-method using not only initial
link/node data but also real trip time that calculated by simulation self.

o User friendly interface for traffic planner; the tiss-NET has the highly sophisticated
GUI (Graphical Use Interface) function to help users. Especially in traflic impact
study ofdistrict area, details and graphical output that helpful for unskilled persona for
computer system is simulated easily.

. Flexible traffrc modeling; this system can take account of detailed modeling of vehicle
moving and multiple vehicle types. The programmer can customize flexibility tiss-
NET system if new traffic plan is conducted in this case.

5.2. Event Type Simulation

The most basic concept of the tiss-NET system is that it is event-type simulation system.
Streets are divided into 5m length "compartment", on which each car moves. "Moving
vehicle on street" is expressed as "moving information of vehicles between compartments"
in tiss-NET (Figure 4).

5m
l-!

Figure 4. Street divided into "Compartment" for tiss-NET

Relationships between other vehicles can be considered as well as physical conditions of
streets. Basically, a vehicle is allowed to move only when the next compartment is empty.
When changing the lanes or doing overtaking, compartments of neighboring lane and/or
opposing lane will be investigated to know the length of "gap" time. There are three basic
models, which describe car movement. These are general car following model, starting
delay model and slow down model in front of signal light. While the tiss-NET is design for
district road network, built-in models deal with less than sOkmih.

5.3. Monte-CarloSimulation

In the tiss-NET system, pseudo-random numbers, which are generated by the C-language,
are used as follows;
o Generation time of each vehicle is corresponded by exponential distribution. This is
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based on OD matrix.
. Oi.o"riion of starting delay time, desire speed and etc. is corresponded by normal

disdribution. The average and variance are decided by investlgatlon.
. F*ling time is corresp-onded by Erlang-distribution'

5.4. Graphical User Interface (GUI)

The GUI function of the tiss-NET is also improved, so that planngl can easily understand

itil*.ft oithe simulat[;;;ti"h is expresse? by animation as well as by statistics (Figure

5), but is not real-time simulation system'

ort l{s

Figure 5. GUI function of tiss-NET

6. TRAFFIC SIMULATIONANALYSIS

Fisure 6 shows the duration time of bus service during-suburban origin (Kamakura-reien)

ilE6"6i;""1i;" a'..,iirii", iflrnu[u.u tiaiion;, on wtriitr it takes about l5 minutes !Y bYt

when it is not congertJ. [t i6"*, m tf,. frgure. the congestion in this area suddenly

ffiilr';i;do-u1 f r-[;"i".i.'ir-thi morning, and-the bus departed at.about noon took more

than rwo hours ro g.t toitr. d.riinuiion. Fibm this data, traffrc in this area in the afternoon

on holidays can beluggested to be totally paralyzed'

on the other hand Figure 7 shows the duration time of opposite direction. There is no

*rg.ttilii ", t iury "ut- air..iio" toward to downtown. this case is suitable for bus
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!,fltiry :Irt.,T., Then the cirizen commirtee decided that the target route of rrafficsrmulatlon should be the road from ''kamakura-Reien,, to ..Hachimfi-gu,, that i.;;;;
congested in peak period (Figure 8).
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Figure 6. Duration Time of Bus (toward to downtown)
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Figure 8. Target Route of Traffic Simulation

6.1. Simulation Flow

In order to estimate effect of bus only overtaking system, it is necessary that simulation
system can simulate bus overtaking on opposite lane. This is unusual case as traffic
simulation.

Normal vehicle

+

Normal vehicle
(opposite lane)

Bus-Green or Red

(Signal-A and signal-B are explained Figure 3 )

Figure 9. Flowchart of Normal Vehicle Except Bus
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The flowchart for normal vehicle except buses is illustrated in Figure 9. When signal-A and
signal-B lights "red" or "bus-green", the normal vehicle except-bus on each lane should be

st6pped. When "green" light, the normal vehicle on congested lane has to check "do not
stop-zone" and the normal vehicle on opposite lane has to check.

The flowchart for bus is illustrated in Figure 10. When signal-A is "green" or "red", bus
control is identical with normal vehicle. When "bus-green", bus needs to check doubly for
salty.

6.2. Effects of Bus Priority System

Two simulation pattems of bus priority system was simulated as shown in Table l. The
pattern-A is milder than pattem-8, Bu9 can not overtake on opnqs^i1e lane without 9n9u^gh
lap for overtaking. A idditionally, bus lane system (length 800m) was included for
simulation.

Figure 10. Flowchart for Bus

Table l. Pattern of Bus Priority System

Pattern
Number of signals

for Bus only overtaking
Length for overtaking

on ooposite lane

Pattem-A 4 signals 100 m

Pattern-B 7 signals 200 m

nclude one side bus lane (patterns

Bus
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Result of pattem-A simulation is shown in Table 2 and Table 3. At congested. condition

irii"-*ri..). it takes about 107.9 minutes from "Akashibashibri." to *hachiman-gu"

f;;ffi;i"i-f,i6i.. O. the other hand, it takes about 76-l minutes by pus. Total advantag.e

;i'n,, f"; ilii "pp..i."tely 
32 minutes. But most effective factor is bus lane of which

i.a-u.iiontinre is'jS.g minutds. The reduction time by bus only overtaking signal system is

t[ii;d;;;;Gnuf U""uur" of rnort distance as 100 meters for bus overtaking. And there

is little influence for normal vehicle and opposite lane.

Table 2. Average Trip Time of Pattern-A

Direction Time
Present Bus priority system

Normal vehicle Normal Vehicle Bus

To
Downtown

9:00-10:00
(free flow) 7.3 min. 7.1 min. 6.6 min.

l2:00-13:00
(consestion) 107.9 min. 107.9 min. 76.1 min.

'tb

Suburban
9:00-17:U0
(all davs)

6.2 min. 6.6 min.

Section Normal vehicle Bus Reduction time

All section 107.9 min. 76.1 min. 31.8 min.

Bus lane 25.1 min. 1.2 min. 23.9 min.

Bus priority signal system
(time per signal)

2.0 min.

Seven numbers of bus priority signals and long distance f9r b.us overtaking are set for

;.-.;"d;;iffi-:glruUti ?.fablt S;Itotat advantige time for bus is great 72 minutes. There

[;triilp;;r.*ini ttut'the reduction _time by^-bus only overtaking.signal sysJem. is 7
.irrit"t p[i rignal. Nevertheless, bad.influence-for normal vehicle is a little as 0.1 minute.

i'ii;k;;Iripi"ii."t"ty tr minutes trip time to.suburb twice as lon^g as pt.l?ll litr1igl;
i"|atlr; df tong distince for bus ov6rtaking. There is a little traffrc congestion toward

suburb in the evening.

Table 3. Details of Reduction Time (fattern-A)

Table 4. Average Trip Time of Pattern-B

Direction Time
Present Bus priority signal sYstem

Normal vehicle Normal Vehicle Bus

To
Downtown

9:00-10:00
(Free flow) 7.3 min. 22.6 min. I1.2 min.

l2:00-13:00
(consestion) 107.9 min. 108.0 min. 35.0 min.

'lb
Suburban

9:00-17:00
(all days)

6.2 min. 13.0 min.
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Section Normal vehicle Bus Reduction time

All section 108.0 min. 35.0 min. 73.0 min.

Bus lane 25.1 min. 1.2 min. 23.9 min.

Bus priority signal system
(time per signal)

7.0 min.
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Table 5. Details of Reduction Time (Pattern-B)

The citizen committee and authors simulated another case such as changing signal control
parameter, but length of bus oveilaking on opposite lane is the most effective factors for
bus priority system.

In this case, bus overtaking is limited for 200m length, because of following reason;
o Minimum interval between signalized intersections.
. bad influence for opposite lane

6.3. GUI Output

Figure I I shows GUI output of tiss-NET system that displayed on personal computer.
Small points mean each vehicle, while large point means bus which is now overtaking on
opposite lane. GUI function has a great influence on the citizen committee of which
members are not necessarily experts of traffic engiueering.

Figure ll. GUI Output of Bus Priority System

7, CONCLUSION

Traffib simulation such as tiss-NET is effective method for decision making. The tiss-NET
system could forecast effectively with statistical data as well as GUI output.

It will be necessary that additional analysis including flexible and optimized signal control.

-t.t.lrlElrlrtr:al4lr rj l rE{kr r-ibrg
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and there are many problems to soluve such as law, safety, signal control technology and
so on. But bus priority system such as bus only overtaking signal system is important to
realize the committee's proposal.

Kamakura City has decided to go forward to realize the TDM proposal by continuing the
experimental schemes as well as surveys and traffic simulation studies. Through these
actions, Kamakura City will try to establish consensus both of citizens and related
organizations, and to realize a new kind of mobility and environment in historical city.
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